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Abstract
Introduction of robotic process automation (RPA) in simple repetitive task automation initiated its research and develop-

ment in various fields. The high demand for RPA has expanded the global market. However, the disadvantages include

the high cost of commercial RPA products and limited functional expansion. Therefore, it is necessary to design open-

source RPA to minimize the cost and manage the execution of multiple RPA jobs. We propose a middleware system

called MIORPA to control open-source RPA robots. The proposed middleware system provides a job-scheduling algo-

rithm for assignment of tasks to multiple RPA robots in multiple middleware environments. Further, MIORPA provides

watchdog-based RPA robot status monitoring, and the status of the RPA robot can be identified and managed in real time.

Therefore, when a large number of users request RPA, the work is distributed and processed efficiently. Thus, this study

contributes towards research into the control of RPA robots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic process automation (RPA) is a software-based

technology that helps automate repetitive tasks based on

a pre-defined workflow [1]. RPA helps automate low-

value manual tasks and allows people to focus on high-

value creative tasks such as identifying differentiated

business values. Therefore, many companies have recently

adopted RPA to strengthen their competitiveness. In

South Korea, various industrial sectors including the

financial sector have introduced RPA as well [2].

The high demand for RPA has led to an increase in its

global market share and companies specializing in RPA

implementation, such as UiPath, Automation Anywhere,

and Blue Prism. However, the disadvantages of commercial

RPA products include high cost of implementation and

limited functional expandability. Therefore, it is necessary

to design an open-source RPA to help minimize costs.

Furthermore, the main principle of RPA is to imitate

the manipulation of keyboard and mouse by a user. When

RPA performs a task, the personal computer does not

need to be operated by a user, and a single RPA robot can

only perform a single task. Therefore, to efficiently

perform task automation using multiple RPA robots, a

middleware that schedules and manages the execution of

RPA jobs is necessary.

In this study, we propose a middleware system called

MIORPA for handling multiple open-source-based RPA
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robots. This system uses a job scheduling algorithm to

assign tasks to multiple RPA robots in multiple middleware

environments and monitor the status of RPA robot in real

time. Therefore, when a large number of users request

RPA tasks, the middleware decentralizes and expedites

the tasks, which contributes to continued research on

RPA robots.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Robotic Process Automation

Companies focus on business process outsourcing (BPO)

and enterprise resource planning (ERP) to minimize

costs. However, RPA improves the quality of work and

job satisfaction as it reduces the burden of repetitive work

and facilitates multiple applications [3]. Further, the recent

revision in the Labor Standards Act of Korea has led to a

decrease in labor time and increased RPA introduction to

automate simple repetitive tasks for enhanced work

efficiency [2].

RPA can be divided into three automation categories:

(1) basic, for rule-based processing; (2) intelligent, for

processing information based on accumulated data and

machine learning technology; and (3) cognitive, which

makes complex decisions based on deep learning and

predictive analysis [4]. Current RPA technology is in the

basic automation stage. Therefore, middleware is essential

for assigning and managing RPA robot tasks. In addition,

commercialized RPA products are associated with high

implementation costs and limited functional expandability.

Therefore, there is need for an open-source RPA that can

be used without additional business expenses and a

middleware program to handle it.

B. Middleware

Middleware is a software program that serves appli-

cations in addition to those served by the operating

system [5]. Finkemeyer et al. [6] proposed middleware

for robotic and process control applications (MiRPA),

which enables real-time communication between publishers

and subscribers as well as between clients and servers.

Thus, middleware provides a standardized interface and

maintains data consistency by processing distributed tasks

simultaneously. It also facilitates workload distribution.

Job scheduling—a type of middleware system—is a

computer application that controls the execution of

waiting jobs [7]. Job scheduling can be categorized into

workload, resources, and requirements [8]. When classi-

fying job scheduling under these categories, it is clear

that research and development of a scheduling algorithm

to control the execution of a large number of RPA robots

for various types of jobs in multiple middleware systems

is lacking.

A watchdog is a type of middleware that uses electronic

timers to detect and repair computer malfunction. In the

event of a hardware defect or software program error, the

timer generates a timeout signal. This timeout signal then

triggers several corrective actions [9]. Dias et al. [10]

developed a watchdog for detecting misbehavior nodes at

vehicular delay-tolerant networks (VDTNs), while Ma et

al. [11] have actively developed a watchdog for collision

detection in smart cities. By developing watchdogs that

detect the status of multiple RPA robots, it is possible to

perform tasks rapidly and efficiently to address the needs

of users.

III. MIORPA: MIDDLEWARE SYSTEM FOR OPEN-
SOURCE ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION

A. System Architecture

The RPA system designed by our research team was

developed for ERP. Fig. 1 shows the system architecture

of MIORPA. The user inputs the necessary information

using the web server and requests delegation execution

(Fig. 1(a)). The web server transfers the information to

the database after receiving the request for delegation

execution. It saves the necessary attachments using the

security file transfer protocol (SFTP), which is used in

MIORPA (Fig. 1(b), 1(c)).

Job scheduling and watchdog functions are implemented

in MIORPA to handle multiple RPA robots in multiple

middleware environments to efficiently handle the dele-

gation execution requested by multiple users (Fig. 1(d)).

During delegation, the status of RPA robots, such as waiting,

execution, shutdown, or error, is updated in real time in

the database. The updated RPA status is communicated to

the user via a web server for the user to monitor the status

in real time. The RPA robot was developed using AutoIt

[12].

B. Database Construction

The database schema of MIORPA is shown in Fig. 2.

The Submit_Result table stores information about jobs

requested by users and conveys the status of the job to the

users (Fig. 2(a)). It contains parameters such as the number

(ID), request time (GEN_TIME), job name (TITLE),

middleware job assignment (ALLOT), job classification

information (SUBMIT_CD, SUBMIT_CD_NAME), auth-

orization number (APPROVE_NUM), user number and

name (USER_EMPNO, USER_NAME), CPU-based job

status (STATUS_CD, STATUS_NAME), and RPA robot-

based job status (JOB_STATUS_CD, JOB_STATUS_NAME,

JOB_STATUS_DETAIL) pertaining to the requested job.

The CPU-based job status (STATUS_CD, STATUS_NAME)

is used to determine the status of each RPA robot in real

time while monitoring the list of CPU processes in each
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middleware environment. The RPA robot-based job status

(JOB_STATUS_CD, JOB_STATUS_NAME, JOB_STATUS_

DETAIL) is used to convey the execution status of the

RPA robot to the user.

The Queue table stores the executable and root

information of the RPA robot (Fig. 2(b)). It consists of the

job approval number (APPROVE_NUM), the root where

the RPA robot executable is located (EXE_ROOT), and

the RPA robot executable filename (EXE).

The Scheduling table assigns jobs requested by the users

to several middleware programs (Fig. 2(c)). It consists of

the name (NAME) and state (STATUS_CD) of each

middleware. In particular, the order of middleware (NUM)

is used to assign the corresponding tasks.

As shown in Fig. 2(d), ‘N’ number of middleware tables

were generated. The work requests were distributed to each

middleware table according to the MIORPA scheduling

algorithm, thereby generating the data in the tables. The

middleware table consists of the job approval number

(APPROVE_NUM), request time (GEN_TIME), job

classification information (SUBMIT_CD, SUBMIT_CD_

NAME), user number and name (USER_EMPNO, USER_

NAME), and CPU-based job status (STATUS_CD,

STATUS_NAME).

Finally, the Job_RnD_Food_Submit table allows each

open-source RPA robot to execute ERP tasks (Fig. 2(e)).

The table consists of the job number (ID), request time

(GEN_TIME), and request change time (LAST_MODY_

TIME) as well as the remaining data for the ERP task.

C. Job Scheduling Function

The job scheduling function of MIORPA can be classified

into two sub-functions, as shown in Algorithm 1. The

first sub-function assigns multiple jobs to each middleware:

when the Job Scheduling algorithm is first executed,

Fig. 1. System architecture of MIORPA.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the MIORPA database. 
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many jobs are allocated by dividing the middleware

number by N. The new jobs are entered into the database

at regular intervals.

The second sub-function is used to evaluate the remaining

jobs in the database table linked to each middleware at

regular time intervals. If there is no change in the database

table, it labels the middleware as a failure and assigns the

jobs to other middleware.

D. Watchdog Function

The MIORPA watchdog function is implemented via

three algorithms: Job Load Timer, Waited Job Load, and

Watchdog. The Job Load Timer and Waited Job Load

algorithms are shown as Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively,

which are used to assign newly added jobs to the watchdog

queue at specific time intervals.

The Watchdog algorithm is used to handle multiple RPA

robots within each middleware environment. It monitors

the status and updates the database according to the

presence or absence of the corresponding RPA robot

executable file from the list of executable files in the

CPU process. The states of each RPA robot are defined as

Algorithm 1. Job Scheduling

Algorithm 2. Job Load Timer

Algorithm 3. Waited Job Load
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waiting (0), running (1), finished (2), and error (3). If an

RPA robot terminates a job normally after execution, the

next RPA robot waits for 10s before performing the next

job to avoid conflicts. The Watchdog algorithm is shown

in Algorithm 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

MIORPA experiments were performed using five

middleware programs on a Windows 10 Pro operating

system with Intel Xeon CPU E3-1226 v3 with a 3.30

GHz Processor and 32 GB RAM. For the Job Scheduling

algorithm, we distributed a large amount of jobs to

multiple middleware programs. The three methods (FIFO

algorithm, the FIFO algorithm with database optimization,

and MIORPA) were compared, and the results are illustrated

in Fig. 3.

The FIFO algorithm allocates jobs to the middleware

with the smallest number of remaining jobs. However,

the disadvantage is that the algorithm is expected to use

as many database connections as there are middleware.

Therefore, when the FIFO algorithm is used, the job

allocation time can be reduced by implementing query

optimization to optimize the database connections.

However, if the algorithm is utilized for a large enterprise,

it is necessary to prepare for large workloads. Application

of Algorithm 1 resulted in a significant reduction in the

job allocation time compared with the FIFO algorithm

and the FIFO + database optimization methods.

An example of watchdog implementation is shown in

Fig. 4. When running watchdog for the first time (Fig. 4(a)),

the RPA robots executed in the middleware are inserted

into the queue, and the RPA robot located in the head is

highlighted. The program evaluates whether the RPA

robot is running on the CPU of the middleware at 3-

second intervals and executes the appropriate RPA robot

after at least 10 seconds (Fig. 4(b)). When the RPA robot

is running, the database is updated with “Processing” as

shown in Fig. 4(c). Once the RPA robot execution is

completed, the program executes Dequeue, updates the

program with “Completed” and updates the next RPA

Algorithm 4. Watchdog

Fig. 3. Comparison of execution time for the scheduling
functions.
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robot as the head of the queue (Fig. 4(d)). Thus, the

process is completed by repeating the steps shown in Fig.

4. Eventually, new jobs and RPA robots stored in the

database are allocated to the queue.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we introduced MIORPA, a middleware

system for handling a large number of open-source RPA

robots. It includes a job-scheduling algorithm that efficiently

distributes jobs and a watchdog function that processes

jobs using a queue based on the CPU processing status of

each middleware program. The results show that MIORPA

facilitated efficient processing of ERP jobs by assigning

and processing jobs to multiple RPA robots in multiple

middleware environments.

In the future, job scheduling will be optimized via deep

learning to develop a universal job scheduling algorithm

that can be used not only for RPA robots, but also for

other applications. Further, we will develop a user-friendly

middleware system by investigating the watchdog function

for system stabilization using various use-case simulations.
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